
HOUSE No. 6215

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, April 14, 1980.

The committee on Government Regulations, to whom were referred
the petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 454) of Robert E.
McCarthy for legislation to to require the Department of Public
Utilities to establish a new standard fuel clause and to promulgate
regulations pursuant to said clause, the petition (accompanied by bill.
Senate, No. 471) of Samuel Rotondi for legislation to abolish the fuel
adjustment clause and making changes in the manner of payment by
gas and electric customers for certain energy costs, the petition (accom-
panied by bill. Senate, No. 1958) of Alan D. Sisitsky, Thomas P.
O’Neill 111 (Lieutenant-Governor) and other members of the General
Court for legislation to abolish the fuel adjustment clause for electric
companies and to establish standards for the recovery of fuel and pur-
chased power costs, the petition accompanied by bill. House, No. 2599)
Nicholas A. Paleologos for legislation to abolish the fuel adjustment
clause and making changes in the manner of payments by gas and elec-
tric customers for certain energy costs, the petition (accompanied by
bill, House, N0.3926) of Lawrence R. Alexander and other members of
the General Court and another relative to regulating fuel adjustment
charges by utility companies, the petition (accompanied by bill, House,
No. 3944) of Theodore C. Speliotis, other members of the General Court
and another for legislation to abolish the fuel adjustment clause and mak-
ing changes in the manner ofpayment by gas and electric customers for
certain energy costs, the petition (accompanied by bill, House, No.
4297) of James T. Harrington for legislation to regulate fuel adjust-
ment charges by utility companies, the petition (accompanied by bill,
House, No. 4510) of Alfred E. Saggese, Jr., relative to exempting
certain elderly persons from paying a fuel adjustment surcharge for
residential utility use, the petition (accompanied by bill, House, No.
4513) of Richard L. Walsh, Alfred A. Minahan, Jr., and Elizabeth N.
Metayer for legislation to abolish the fuel adjustment clause and
making changes in the manner of payment by gas and electric custo-
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mers forcertain energy costs, the petition (accompanied by bill. House,
No. 5348) of Robert Correia and Elizabeth N. Metayer relative to
regulating fuel adjustment charges by utility companies, the petition
(accompanied by bill. House, No. 5665) of Richard P. Roche, Michael
J. McGlynn, Richard A. Yoke and another for legislation to abolish
the fuel adjustment clause and making changes in the manner of
payment by gas and electric customers for certain energy costs, and the
petition (accompanied by bill. House, No. 5797) of Richard P. Roche
for legislation to increase efficiency at nuclear power stations and to
limit unwarranted fuel adjustment charges, reports recommending
that the accompanying bill (House. No. 6215) ought to pass.

For the committee

ROBERT B. AMBLER
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty

An Act regulating fuel adjustment charges by utility compa-

nies.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 SECTION 1. Section 94G of Chapter 164 of the General Laws
2 as set forth by Chapter 625 of the Acts of 1974 is hereby amended
3 by striking said section 94G and inserting in place thereof, the
4 following new section;
5 Section 94H. Electric companies shall annually, on or before
6 such dates as the Department fixes, file with the Department a fuel
7 adjustment charge in rates filed by such companies to reflect
8 adjustments in the cost of fuel and power purchased by such
9 companies. Said fuel adjustment charges shall become effective 30

10 days from the date of filing, unless otherwise ordered by the
11 Department. Upon receipt of such filing the Department shall
12 notify the attorney general of the same forthwith, and may suspend
13 the taking effect thereof for a period not longer than 3 months and
14 shall hold a public hearing and make an investigation as to the
15 propriety of said adjustment after first causing notice of the time,
16 place and subject matter of such hearing to be published at least 14
17 days before such hearing in such local newspapers as the Depart-
-18 ment shall select.
19 The Department, from time to time, either upon complaint of an
20 electric company or the attorney general, or upon its own motion
21 may review or investigate the propriety of any fuel charge adjust-
-22 ment and may, pending such review or investigation and decision
23 thereon, by order served upon the company affected thereby,
24 suspend the taking effect thereof, from time to time, but not fora
25 period longer than 3 months. Such review or investigation shall be
26 conducted pursuant to sections 4, 5 and 5A of Chapter 25. In any
27 such review or investigation conducted by the Department in
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regard to the fuel cost, no change or reconciliation shall be allowed
between the dates fixed by the Department for the annual filing
unless the electric company demonstrates by clear and convincing
evidence, and submits to the department in a certified written
statement, under the penalties of perjury, that cost of fuel is based
upon actual costs prudently incurred, that said company has used
all reasonable means to obtain the lowest cost possible for such fuel
or purchased power and that the need for such fuel or purchased
power is consistent with the lowest cost generation mix and the
most efficient conversion of fuel to electricity which complies witfj
acceptable management practices. The Department shall require
the electric companies to file monthly reports of fuel cost, pur-
chased power cost with the accompanying service classification for
each type of power received or dispatched, kilowatt-hour usages
and income derived from said fuel adjustment charge. The Depart-
ment shall examine such reports and such other material as it
deems necessary, from time to time, and shall order rebates to
customers if the total fuel costs and purchased power cost billed to
the customers exceeds the amount required by the electric compa-
nies to pay for the fuel cost and purchased power cost. In any such
review or investigation conducted by the Department in regard to
the thermal efficiency target, no change shall be allowed, between
the dates fixed by the Department for the annual filing, unless the
electric company demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence
that all reasonable efforts were made to meet such target. Each
electric company shall be allowed a maximum of three hearings on
any such change in fuel cost or thermal efficiency target in any one
12 month period.
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The Department may by rule set forth additional factors, not
inconsistent with this section, which it may make part of the record
and take into consideration in any review or investigation of the
fuel adjustment charge.
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Any order by the Department directing a change in any said
adjustment shall have the same effect as if a fuel adjustment charge
with such changes were filed by the company, and shall become
effective from such time as the Department shall order.
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The Department shall annually proscribe pursuant to this sec-
tion, the thermal efficiency target for each electric company. For
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66 purposes of determining said target, the Department may order an
67 electric company to perform such tests or audits, or series of tests
68 or audits which the Department deems necessary, and may by
69 regulation proscribe that the results of such tests or audits be filed
70 concurrently with the annual fuel adjustment charge. Any such
71 audit or test shall be supervised by the Department and such
72 independent auditing or engineering firm designated by the De-
-73 partment. The electric company upon whom such audit or test is
74 conducted shall bear the cost of such audits or tests including but
75 not limited to the cost of such auditing or engineering firm so
76 designated by the Department. The department, in its discretion,
77 may require said company to file as part ofany review or investiga-
-78 tion pursuant to this section, such information and reports as it
79 deems necessary, including but not limited to any contracts, in-
-80 voices and agreements with fuel suppliers, or any reports of tests,
81 studies or audits conducted or compiled for filing with or for
82 review by any dispatching organization, research association or
83 federal agency to which said company is affiliated, associated, or is
84 required to report to, as the case may be. The department may
85 review or investigate any agreements, practices, and procedures
86 which exist between the electric companyand any of its suppliers of
87 fuel or purchased power to determine whether such agreement,
88 practices and procedures are in the best interest of the retail
89- customers of such company.
90 The Department, by order, after the above mentioned notice and
91 public hearing shall calculate the fuel adjustment charge as follows:
92 Fuel Adjustment Charge shall equal the cost of fuel divided by
93 the total number of includable kilowatt-hours for the period,
94 except that the allowable fuel charge per kilowatt-hour shall be
95 reduced by multiplying the ratio of the weighted average thermal
96 efficiency for the period to the thermal efficiency target whenever
97 that ratio is less than one.
98 For the purposes of this section, the following terms shall be
99 construed to have the following meanings:

100 Fuel Cost shall mean the sum of the products of the weighted
101 average unit cost of each type of fuel consumed for production of
102 electricity to the electric company’s retail customers, multiplied by
103 the number of units of such type of fuel consumed during the
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104 period at plants owned by the electric company and its share ofthe
105 cost of such type of fuel consumed in jointly owned or leased
106 plants, based upon a weighted average of theaverage cost of such
107 type of fuel on hand at the beginning of the period and such type of
108 fuel delivered during the period. In no case shall any company
109 include costs that are attributed to fuel that is lost or for any reason

I 10 not consumed, or make an adjustment to the estimated quantity of
II 1 fuel on hand which leads to a direct cost of fuel higher than it would
I 12 have been without the adjustment;

1 13 Purchased Power Cost shall mean the net amount of power
114 purchased for that period for consumption by the electric compa-
115 ny’s retail customers, provided, however, that in no event shall it
116 include any amount of power whose cost exceeds the cost of
117 electrical power available to the electric company, either from
Ii x another seller or its own generating plants, at the time of purchase
119 Nothing in this definition shall be construed to discourage the
12() purchase of power from small power producers or co-generators;
12) Includable Kilowatt-Hours shall mean the number of kilowatt-
1 22 hours generated plus the number of kilowatt-hours purchased less
123 the number of kilowatt-hours sold wholesale;
124 Kilowatt-hours Generated shall mean the number of kilowatt-
125 hours billed to retail customers by the electric company at its
1 26 generating plant, including its share of any kilowatt-hours generat-
127 ed and billed to its retail customers from jointly owned or leased
128 plants;
129 Kilowatt-hours Purchased shall mean all kilowatt-hours pur-
130 chased and billed to retail customers where such purchase is not
131 detrimental to the economic interest ofsuch customers. This shall
132 not incude kilowatt-hours received for exchange in like kind for
133 which there is no payment, financial settlement or financial credit;
134 Weighted Average Thermal Efficiency shall mean the fuel con-
135 sumed, in million B.T.U.’s, for the period by the electric company
136 and its generating subsidiaries by all of their own and by their
137 jointly owned or leased generating plants divided by the amount of
13g kilowatt-hours generated in the same period by the same plants;
139 Weighted Average Unit Cost shall mean the cost, including
140 freight, of fuel of a particular type on hand at the beginning of the
141 period plus the cost, including freight, of the same type fuel re-
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142 ceived during the period divided by the amount of the same fuel
143 that was on hand at the beginning of the period and that which was
144 received during the month;
145 Thermal Efficiency Target shall mean the fuel consumed meas-
-146 ured in million B.T.U.’s from generating stations of an electric
147 company and its generating subsidiaries operating at their plant
148 heat rate and their optimum plant generation mix, divided by the
149 amount of includable kilowatt-hours at said plant heat rate and
150 said generation mix by the same plants. The department shall
151 establish such plant heat rate and optimum plant generation mix
152 for each electric company.
153 Plant Heat Rate shall be that unit or station heat rate, as
154 determined by the department, which is shown to be attainable and
155 cost efficient, after review of the unit or station design heat rate and
156 such rate as is produced as a result of a demonstration of the
157 normal and maximum capabilities of each such unit and plant.
158 Such demonstration shall be performed for 8 continuous hours
159 and only after such unit or station has been subject to an overhaul
160 and been placed on line in continuous operation, in the case of base
161 and intermediate load units for not less than 60 hours, in the case of
162 peak load units over 100 megawatt rated capacity not less than 20
163 hours and in the case of peak load units under 100 megawatt rate
164 capacity not less than 2 hours.
165 Optimum Plant. Generation Mix shall be that level of unit
166 availability which provides electric power to the electric company’s
167 retail customers at the lowest total cost, subject to acceptable plant
168 maintenance practices.
169 The Department may promulgate such rules and regulations as
170 it deems necessary in order to carry out the intent of this section.

1 SECTION 2. Chapter 25 of the General Laws is hereby amend-
-2 ed by inserting after section I2H the following new section:
3 Section 12H/j. There shall be in the department, and under the
4 general supervision and control of the commission, a fuel adjust-
-5 ment division which shall be under the charge of a director. The
6 commission shall appoint and employ no less than two attorneys,
7 two engineers and two accountants, one of whom shall be appoint-
-8 ed by the commission to serve as director. Said division, subject to
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9 such supervision and control, shall perform such functions in
10 relation to the administration and enforcement of section 94H of

I | Chapter 164. The commission is hereby authorized to make an
12 assessment against electric companies under the jurisdictional con-
-13 trol of the department, based upon intrastate operating revenues of
14 each of said companies derived from sales within the Common-
-15 wealth of electric service, as shown in the annua! report of each of
15 said companies to the department. Said assessments shall be made
17 at a rate not exceeding one fourth of one tenth of one percent as
lg shall be determined and certified annually by the commission as
19 sufficient to produce one hundred and fifty thousand dollars in

2Q revenue to the Commonwealth; provided, however, that if the
21 department shall fail to expend in any fiscal year the total amount
22 of one hundred and fifty thousand dollarsfor thepurposes set forth
23 in this section, any amount unexpended in such fiscal year shall be
24 credited against the assessment to be made in the following year
25 and the assessment in the following year shall be reduced by such
25 unexpended amount. Assessments under this section may be cred-
-27 ited to the normal operating cost of each company. The commis-
-28 sion is hereby further authorized to receive and expend such funds
29 as may be appropriated for the purposes set forth in this section.


